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ABSTRACT

We consider the implications of the fact that weak two

body scattering amplitudes, when calculated to all oiders in

any renormalizable model, should exhibit unitary, analytic,

"Mandelstam" behaviour. We discuss, from this point of view,

the existence of neutral currents, the suppression of v e

elastic scattering, and the possibility of lepton hadron

resonances. We review briefly the predictions for lepton-

lepton scattering of two models in which Mandelstam behaviour

ia explicitly realized.
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I. Introduction

A few years ago Applequist and Bjorken made an observa-

tion which may be paraphrased as follows: let us suppose that

we are given a theory of weak interactions and that we use it

to calculate the lepton-lepton scattering amplitude A(s,t) to

all orders in the weak coupling constant. The scattering am-

plitude A(s,t) should satisfy our usual notions about unitarity

and analyticity; it would be very surprising if any decent

irenormaluablei theory could manage to fail such basic require-

ments.2 Thus, Applequist and Bjorken expect that it is reason-

able to write a Mandelstarr representation for the resulting

leptor-iepton scattering amplitude; the double spectral function

mjst be small for low s and t because the weak interactions are

weak at low energies. However, the double spectral function

may well rise considerably toward the "unitary limit" energy of

Ss * 300 GeV where the low energy V-A approximation must fail.

In some theories, the Weinberg-Salam model for example, there

will be resonance poles (W1, Z, etc.) in one 01 more of the

», t, u channels.

One can make a further observation based on mankind's

experience with Mandelstam representation: Ho matter what

particles the theory starts with, the final Als.t) can not be

large in one channel only. If one begins with just t channel

poles, unitarity will generate large s-t and t-u double spec-

tral functions (in field theory language higher order

corrections, say t-channel ladders, will add up) and there

will be s and/or u channel scattering of roughly the same size

as the original t-channel scattering.

He give, in section II, two illustrative examples from

experiment of Mandelstam behaviour in lepton-lepton scattering,

review briefly in sections III and IV two weak interaction

theories that exhibit Mandelstam behavior, in section V sum-

marize the predictions for lepton-lepton scattering in these

two models, and finally in section VI make a conjecture about

lepton-hadron scattering.

II. Two Examples of Mrmdelstam Behavior

Consider v e scattering (left handed e's only). We know

that at low energies the u channel process v^e is present and

can be well described by a charged W pole. He therefore ex-

pect that (to the same approximation) there must be either an

s channel pole (dilepton resonance ) or a t channel pole (the

Z coupling to the neutral current). These poles could be real

if the H meson exists; or if the W pole is just an effective

low-energy approximation the amplitude could just behave at

low energies as though an s or t channel pole existed. Thus

one could say that neutral currents are required by analyticity

and unitarity. These requirements can be summarized by saying

that the weak interactions, like the strong interactions.



should be dual.

Consider, on the other hand, v e scattering. We know the

scattering is well described by the absence of a u-channel

pole (because '.̂  ? «e) . We therefore expect that either (a)

neutral currents don't contribute or (b) there are s-channel

dilepton resonances. The data at present seems to indicate a

suppression of v e scattering as expected from (a).

These examples, while rather casual and qualitative, are

supported by experience with many systems and theories: in

Q.E.D., for example, photon poles in one channel are always

accompanied by poles or bound state* in another.

III. A Dual Gauge Theory

Take a model with two weak isospins, F-spin and W-spin,

and consider the scattering of two (left-handed, zero mass)

quartets

with

1/2, 1/2

« -1/2, F3 * 1/2

-1/2, -1/2

as quantum number assignments. Assume for a moment degenerate

t and u poles with spin 1 and ask for the quantum numbers they

must have in order that (i) each amplitude A,, p (with (W,F) *

(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), or (1,1)1 have Mandelstam bfh.ivior jnd

(ii) the amplitude bo "universal" with the effect iv.- .'oupling

to jge equal to that for v^a. The answer is that the voctor

particles must have (W,F) = (0,0), (0,1), and (1,0) only; that

is they form a representation of SU(2) x SU(2) x uil).*

From this hint one may construct a "dual" SBGT based on

SU(2) x SU(2) x U(l) with the leptons in a left-handed quartet

and two right handed singlets, eR and uR. In Ref. 7, we

choo3e scalar doublets to split the vector masses and scalar

quartets to give e and v non-zero masses. The quartets are

necessary to give duality in the scattering of (s-channel)

right-handed leptons with left-handed leptens (here crossing

connects t-channel vectors with u-channel scalarsi. :n section

V we give the predictions for lepton-leptcr. scatterina. We

refer to this model as the DTY model.

IV. Scalar Model of Weak Interaction

A second model with Mandelstam behaviour is the Scalar

Model of Weak Interaction (SMHI) of Kummer and Segre8 in which

V-A exchange is replaced by the exchange of pairs of heavy

scalar bosons (mass m) interacting with T ( 1 - Y S ) L where I is a

normal lepton and L is a heavy lepton (with mass H «•< ml.

Renornalizability is assured by the boson being scalar;

an effective V-A interaction results from using the identity
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p~ - va2

One sees from the structure of the model that Mandelstam

behaviour tor lepton-lepton scattering is built in from the

beginning in that the amplitude is given by box diagrams.

. e scattering vanishes in fourth order (but is allowed in

higher order).

sin2 - 2£

where a is a "Weinberg" angle and

SMWI:

Weinberg-Salam Hodel:

are Higg's particles.

V. Experimental Predictions

—: u - eval_>t°d ir. both of the abcve models the

pr-j-esses e - . e a:.d •., e - v,e, the asymmetry in the cross*

section of e % ~ - u \ ~ and the polarization of one of the rauons

The matrix element for each of the first two procesees

can be written as

where (-< is the Weinberg angle.

For v • * v e we have

ETY Hodel:

V

and parameterized by the values of ĉ  and C (C and C for

evaluated m the Wemberg-Salam model.

For v^c * \ f we 4sve

DTY Model:

1 . ei
Gm2

X21

SMWJ:

C ,



where f is the lepton heavy-lepton scalar boson coupling, R

is the ratio of the mass of the charged scalar to the mass of

the heavy lepton, and I(R) is a known function of B with

1(1) = 1. m/M is the ratio of the charged scalar mass to the

heavy-lepton mass.

Weinberg Salam Model:

C'v ' 1/2 - 2 sin
28w

C'A = 1/2

The weak contribution to e+e" * v+u~ gives terns in the

cross section which are asymmetric in the scattering angle,

i.e. the quantity

n * do(8) - do(n-e)
do(8) + do (7i-6)

is non-zero; it also gives non-zero values for the polarization

of the final u~

a n g l e $, a n d the p o l a r i z a t i o n o f the inif «-• 1 h*u\m, s,

For the symmetry D we have

DTY Model:

where •. . are also Higg's particles.

m2 m2

SMWI:

Z 8/2 GE2 R-l

Weinberg-Salam Model:

P E

(h is the helicity of the u~).

These quantities are most conveniently written in terns of the

cosine of the polar scattering angle, z, the c. of m. energy of

one beam, E, and a function W of z, the azimuthal scattering

D . - -2-
Ho

For the polarization P we have
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DTV Model:

n GE2 fi
,l-5 cos

2,.

SHWI:

P = 4/2 GE2 R-ll f. . 2zl

Weinberg Salam Mo4el:

P = — £= ("l + jgl (3 S 1n
2e w - cos

2ew)

These equations show that while v e scattering is appre-

ciable in all three models v e scattering may be much smaller

in the DTV or SMWI than it is allowed to be in the Weinberg-

Salam model. In both models C' can be zero «nd C , although

it cannot be zero, can be small. This suppression of v e

scattering is the quantitative expression of our argument in

Sec. II. D and P can have almost any values in the DTV stodel

ranging from zero to something large if the masses of the

Higg's scalars are small. For convenient values of the scattering

angles the Weinberg- Salam theory predicts 0 and P to be of the

order of 1%. In the SHWI D and P are at least twice a* large

as this and. depending on the value of 8, may be much larger.

VI. Lepton Hadron Scattering

Finally let us consider lepton hadron scattering.

amplitude A(s,t) for

has a t-channel pole, W, (or at least an effective pole).

There is also a u-channel pole, the hydrogen atom.

The related process

\j + p * p

has an effective t-channel pole, the neutral current (z) ex-

change. Mandelstam behaviour or duality leads us to expect

that effective s-channel or u-channel poles aust also occur

in this amplitude. Such poles will be non-electromagnetic,

lepton hadron resonances. They should occur at Basses of

the order of the N aass. They do not give rise to any non-

conservation of baryon nunber. In unitifed theories of

strong, electromagnetic, and weak interactions they should

arise fro* the continuation in g of the hadron-hadron

scattering amplitude (or the lepton-lepton scattering aapli-

tude) into that for lepton-hadron scattering.

With the usual intermediate vector boson still unobserved,

the vp resonances must, of course, be viewed with caution. On
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the other hand we think the idea of checking weak interaction

theories for Handelstam (or dual) behaviour could he a useful

tool in choosing among them and in considering higher order

corrections.
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